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Natural Heritage Program
Our mission-To conserve Virginia's biodiversity through inventory, protection, and 

stewardship

Natural Heritage Resources
• Rare plants and animals
• Rare and exemplary natural communities
• Significant caves and karst features

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 1989, the Virginia Natural Heritage Program was created to conserve biodiversity by maintaining a statewide database to help inform decisions for conservation, protection, and stewardship of our natural heritage resources.Code, from mission statement on websiteCheck for updated logo



Inventory
Information 
Management

Stewardship
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- biodiversity
data management

Conservation Lands 
Database:  analysis, 
mapping and modeling for 
conservation planning and 
data dissemination

(e.g. Conserve Virginia)

Protection

Karst 
Specialists

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We accomplish this work by being organized into 5 sections: Inventory, Info Mgt, Env. Review, Protection, and Stewardship.Inventory locates the resources (field work, literature, museums etc) and assess the conservation status of each (i.e. how rare is it? What threats are present? Is it viable?). This data is passed along to Info Man which maintains the data in a spatial database (Biotics), and uses it to develop data driven tools (e.g Cons Land DB, Conserve Virginia, etc). These data and tools are disseminated to requesting people/organizations, and also used to support our Env. Review team, Protection staff (aid in getting the most biodiversity for the buck under protection via land purchase or easement), and Stewardship staff, who manage 66 NAPs across the state specifically for the maintenance of the resource (both with habitat manipulation such as fire, or in managing public access etc). It’s all about using the best available data to make informed land use and conservation decisions.



Natural Heritage Data Explorer (NHDE)
https://vanhde.org/home

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Much of the conservation information that is gathered by our program can be found on the Natural Heritage Data Explorer, or NHDE. NHDE is an ArcGIS server-based interactive mapping application that provides access to maps and data representing Natural Heritage resources and other conservation values in Virginia. Most information is publically accessible and does not require a subscription, including ConserveVirginia and Conservation Planning layers.The green navigation bar at the top of the screen provides easy access to various components of the NHDE.Click on screenshot to have red arrow appear.Please note that a comprehensive User Guide for the Natural Heritage Data Explorer can be found by clicking on the Help tab, which provides detailed information about the tools and data layers on the website.Add User Guide URL to chat



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The NHDE Map Viewer is where the user can view and analyze map layers that summarize conservation status and values of lands, as well as reference and boundary map layers. Tool buttons can be found in the top right (click map), and include the Identify tool, the lower case I in the blue circle, and the print map tool, for printing maps that the user has created.Data layers are displayed along the left hand side of the map (click map twice), and be turned on and off for viewing by clicking the small box to the left of each title, and each data layer can be expanded to view the component layers by clicking the plus button to the left of each title.



AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY

ConserveVirginia
v3.0

• Twenty four (24) priority layers 
contributed from state and federal
agencies and conservation organizations

• Consolidated into 7 categories

• Included in VLCF Grant Manual 
and Application

NATURAL HABITAT AND 
ECOSYSTEM DIVERSITY

FLOODPLAINS AND 
FLOODING RESILIENCE

CULTURAL AND HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION

SCENIC PRESERVATION

PROTECTED LANDSCAPES 
RESILIENCE

WATER QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ConserveVirginia is based on a data-driven process for identifying Virginia’s highest priority lands for protection. Research and spatial analysis of many conservation values are summarized into seven categories. Staff at DCR-Natural Heritage have consulted with state and federal resource agencies, conservation organizations and 25 land trusts based or working in VA to assess and bring to bear their priorities.  24 Map layers were obtained and used or developed from stated priorities.  These were cross-referenced with maps or descriptions of priorities from land trusts, the Coastal VEVA and the Chesapeake Conservation Partnership’s priority maps, to ensure lands of concern to the community were included. about CVA, VLCF grant section



ConserveVirginia
Data Providers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A few of the data partners for ConserveVirginia



ConserveVirginia in VLCF Grant Manual and Application

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ConserveVirginia features prominently in the VLCF Grant Manual, but multiple other data layers included in the VLCF Grant Manual can be found on NHDE as well, including the DOF Forest Conservation Value layer, the Managed Lands layer, the Development Vulnerability Model, the Nature Based Recreation Access Model, Virginia’s Scenic Rivers, Ecological Cores, the Natural Land Network, and Natural Heritage Conservation Sites and Stream Conservation Units.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The ConserveVirginia Map, viewed here in green on NHDE, is a summary of all seven category inputs and can be used as an initial screening to determine if a potential land protection project qualifies as a ConserveVirginia priority. 



Natural Habitat & Ecosystem Diversity

• Natural Landscape 
Assessment C1 Cores

• Resilient & Connected 
Landscapes

• Landscape Corridors

• Natural Heritage     
Conservation Sites

• Brook Trout Streams

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Virginia Natural Landscape Assessment identifies large patches of core forests, marshes, dunes and beaches with at least one hundred acres of interior natural habitat. The Outstanding category (C1) ranking highest in environmental diversity, species diversity, water quality benefits and habitats were used. The Resilient and Connected Landscapes developed by The Nature Conservancy and its partners highlights areas that represent climate resilient sites and areas most likely to accommodate species movement areas across Virginia that include key habitats and the space for nature to adapt in the face of a changing climate.  Landscape Corridors of natural land cover connecting C1 Cores were included to maintain connectivity to allow species movement or range shifts between larger natural land patches, elevations, latitudes and from ocean to inland.Natural Heritage Conservation Sites.  Specific areas of the landscape known to contain Virginia and the planets rarest aquatic and terrestrial natural communities and plant and animal species. This set includes cave and karst habitats, terrestrial sites and aquatic systems and only the top ranked sites have been included.  Brook Trout Streams identified by the Virginia Department of Wildlife Resources are streams supporting native brook trout, and are in a natural state representing high ecological integrity. 



Agriculture & Forestry

• ConservationVision 
Agriculture  Model – Soil 
Suitability, Land Cover & 
Travel Time to Market  

• Forest Conservation 
Values Model (DOF) -
highest quality, most 
productive, and most 
vulnerable forestland

• American Farmland Trust-
Working farms facing 
threat of development

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the Agriculture and Forestry Category, the top class of DCR’s ConservationVision Virginia Agricultural Model was included.  These lands are ranked highest based on agricultural suitability as a function of soil suitability, current land cover and travel time between agricultural producers and consumers.   This category also includes the Department of Forestry’s Forest Conservation Values model which strategically identifies the highest quality, most productive, and most vulnerable forestland for conservation.  The highest priority forestlands identified by the model were included.As part of the update to v3.0, stakeholders prioritized working farms that face the threat of development, using data from the American Farmland Trust.STOPThe FCV model is a tool designed by the VDOF to strategically identify the highest priorityforestland for conservation in Virginia. The intent is to maximize the efficiency of limitedresources by focusing conservation efforts on the highest quality, most productive, and mostvulnerable forestland statewide.In order to provide a spatial representation of the relative value of Virginia’s forests, six keycomponents were identified based on a wide variety of criteria that support the model’sobjective.Model Component		Weighting (%)Forested Blocks 		21Forest Management Potential		18.5Connectivity 			16Watershed Integrity 		24Threat of Conversion 		12.5Significant Forest Communities and	8                 Diminished Tree Species



Cultural & Historic Preservation
• National Historic Landmarks

• Battlefield Study Areas

• Areas on or with potential 
eligibility for:

– Natl. Register of Historic 
Places

– VA Landmarks Registry

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Cultural and Historic Preservation category includes lands identified by the Department of Historic Resources as -unprotected National Historic Landmarks, -Priority 1 Class A Battlefield Study Areas - the most intact and threatened battlefields according to the American Battlefield Protection Program-National Register of Historic Places and lands recognized in the Virginia Landmarks Register or with potential for eligibility.



Protected Landscapes Resilience

• Priority areas most critical to 
resilience of protected lands 
under ownership of:

– USFWS
– National Park Service
– USFS
– Virginia DWR
– Virginia DCR
– Virginia DOF

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Priority unprotected areas are identified by six public resource agencies as lands and waters around existing protected lands that are important habitats, connections to existing large protected landscapes, are critical to enhance climate resilience, and that protect key scenic and recreational values.  The Protected Landscapes Resilience Category was developed from data provided by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National Park Service, US Forest Service, Department of Wildlife Resources, DCR and the Department of Forestry. For v3.0, priority lands for protection identified by the U.S. Forest Service were added.



Floodplains & Flooding Resilience
• Riverine Flooding –

undeveloped forest and ag 
lands upstream of the 10 
worst flooding disasters 

• Virginia Wetlands Catalog –
mapped and predicted 
wetlands, streams and 
floodplains – top two 
classes

• Coastal Wetlands Values

• Coastal Flooding – Coastal 
Ecological Resiliency 
(TNC) and VIMS’ Marsh 
Migration and Marsh 
Building Model

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To address the highest priority lands for protection in the interest of inland flooding and resilience to sea level rise, the Floodplains and Flooding Resilience Category evaluated flooding resilience statewide.Riverine flooding is addressed by mapping the undeveloped forest and agricultural lands upstream of the ten worst flooding disasters across Virginia based upon risk, dollar losses and federal disaster declarations based on data from the Commonwealth of Virginia Hazard Mitigation Plan.  Wetlands are included directly via the ConservationVision Virginia Wetlands Catalog.  Wetlands include mapped and predicted wetlands, streams and floodplains. The two highest-class conservation priorities are included based on variables including water quality, natural land networks and buffers, ecosystem services and biodiversity.Coastal wetlands are included and are critical to protect as estuaries for marine ecosystems, for flood water retention, and for the local economies they support. Coastal Flooding resilience areas are addressed by the Coastal Ecological Resiliency models developed by TNC. Priorities include wetlands identified as above average and far above average resilience indicating the greatest long-term potential for adaptive response, based on a projected rise in sea level of six feet. Coastal resilience is also addressed by the Marsh Migration and Marsh Building Model developed by the Virginia Institute for Marine Science. This model identifies estuarine and freshwater areas that provide the highest ecological services and provide for the highest marsh migration potential to adjacent natural lands. 



Scenic Preservation
• National and State 

Designated Scenic 
Byways

• State Designated 
Scenic Rivers

• All-American Roads

• National Scenic Trails

• National Historic Trails

• National Millennium 
Trails

• National Recreational 
Trails

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Scenic Preservation Category identifies high priority unprotected lands by mapping national and state designated scenic byways, state designated scenic rivers, All American roads, as well a national scenic, historic, millennium, and recreational trails.  These mapped resources were buffered by a 200-foot area on either side of the resource to capture adjacent lands.For v3.0, large patches of forestland near U.S. Forest Service national scenic areas and the Mount Rogers National Recreation Area scenic zone were added.STOPRealizing that 200-foot buffer is not the viewshed, but in the absence of a statewide dataset, these are the highest priority lands that if conserved would include whole parcels that are the most critical for protecting viewsheds. Indeed, places where this viewshed in the foreground  of these linear scenic resources deserve priority attention.



Water Quality Improvement
• Water Quality Improvement-

788, 974 acres of riparian areas 
along waterways with the highest 
estimates of nitrogen, phosphorus, 
and sediment loadings from 
agricultural sources from the 
Chesapeake Bay Program Phase 
6 Watershed Model 

• Aquatic Life Conservation-
340,938 acres of riparian           
areas along waterways rated in 
the top 5% for water quality

• Healthy Waters Conservation-
186,653 acres of riparian areas 
that drain into highest ranked 
“Healthy Water” based on fish and 
macroinvertabrate populations

• Restoration Candidate BMP-
156,089 acres where Ag BMP’s 
will lead to greatest improvement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Water Quality Improvement category includes buffer lands where land conservation would be most effective to maintain and improve water quality, and would contain natural vegetation protected under easement to qualify for ConserveVirginia.The Water Quality Improvement Opportunity Areas input identifies ~789,000 acres of the highest priority lands for conservation in the interest of water quality improvement in general.  It was developed via collaboration between DCR and the Department of Environmental Quality using estimates of nitrogen, phosphorus, and sediment loadings from agricultural sources from the Chesapeake Bay Program Phase 6 Watershed Model (CAST-2017d) and the Virginia Water Quality Assessment, and with consideration of the goals of the Chesapeake Bay Watershed Implementation Plan (WIP III).  The Aquatic Life Conservation data identify lands that drain into waters of highest aquatic habitat values as determined by the Department of Environmental Quality using macroinvertebrate monitoring data to assess environmental conditions.The Healthy Waters Conservation data identify lands that drain into streams ranked “outstanding” or “healthy” based on fish and macroinvertebrate communities under DCR’s Healthy Waters Program.The Restoration Candidate Best Management Practices data identify lands where, if agricultural best management practices are used, improvements to water quality would be greatest, according to DCR’s Healthy Waters Program.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Using the Identify tool, the lower case white I in the blue circle, click the location of a potential conservation project in the ConserveVirginia Map to display which of the seven priority conservation values the project could protect. For a land protection project to be considered a ConserveVirginia success in any one of the categories, deed language will restrict certain land uses and assure management actions for protection of conservation values identified in the category map(s). Click the location of a project area in the category maps to view information on required deed language.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Make a Map tab, outlined in red on the screen, allows a user to create a map displaying the conservation layers of their choice, as well as draw property boundaries, insert text, and print the map when finished using the Print Map tool button in the top right.



NHDE Training Sessions
• Held virtually every two months

• Next session Wednesday, March 23 from 1-3pm
• Option for one-on-one training and discussion sessions to discuss tribal goals and 

provide training on NHDE, have conducted these with representatives from the 
Rappahannock Tribe, the Chickahominy Tribe, and the Chickahominy Tribe-

Eastern Division to discuss tribal goals
• Contact Tyler.Meader@dcr.virginia.gov for more information

mailto:Tyler.Meader@dcr.virginia.gov
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